PODCAST #2—WHAT IS THE CURRENT MESSAGE ABOUT PUBLIC EDUCATION AND HOW CAN WE CHANGE IT?

WELCOME TO VIEWS AND VOICE: ABOVE THE NOISE, THE PODCAST HOSTED BY MASA. I AM JANE SIGFORD, YOUR CONVENER. TODAY'S PODCAST IS THE BEGINNING OF A SERIES DEVELOPED IN RESPONSE TO AN ITEM ON THE LEGISLATIVE PLATFORM OF MASA. AT THE RECENT SPRING CONVENTION IN MARCH, I WAS INVITED TO ADDRESS THE MASA BOARD TO INTRODUCE THEM PERSONALLY TO THIS NEW BENEFIT, OUR PODCAST. AT THAT MEETING, I SOLICITED SOME IDEAS FROM THE BOARD MEMBERS ABOUT WHAT TOPICS WOULD BE INTERESTING AND BENEFICIAL TO THEM. THE ANSWER WAS THAT PEOPLE WANTED TO EXPLORE TOPICS THAT OFTEN GET PUT ONTO THE "BACK BURNER", SUCH AS THE PURPOSE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION, HOW TO CHANGE THE PUBLIC MESSAGE ABOUT EDUCATION, AND HOW TO SHAPE OUR HIGH SCHOOLS INTO SOMETHING MORE FLEXIBLE AND RESPONSIVE TO THE NEEDS OF OUR STUDENTS, TO NAME A FEW. TOO OFTEN WE DO NOT HAVE TIME TO TALK AND THINK ABOUT SUCH TOPICS BECAUSE OF THE DAILY DEMANDS OF OUR JOBS. YET THESE TOPICS ARE WHAT HELP SHAPE OUR PURPOSE AND VISION FOR WHAT WE DO. SO THEY ARE VERY IMPORTANT.

TO THIS POINT GARY AMOROSO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SHARED AN ITEM FROM THE MASA LEGISLATIVE PLATFORM WHICH IS "PROVIDE PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARDS THE FLEXIBILITY TO DETERMINE THE COURSE WORK AND EXPERIENCES NECESSARY TO MEET GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS." WHEN LEGISLATORS HEARD THIS IDEA, THEY ASKED WHAT THAT WOULD ACTUALLY LOOK LIKE. IN THE RICH TRADITION OF EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION AND SUPPORT IN OUR STATE OF MINNESOTA, WE WILL USE THIS PODCAST TO BEGIN THE DISCUSSION ABOUT HOW TO HELP FLESH OUT THIS SLATE OF THE PLATFORM. I, FOR ONE, AM THRILLED TO BE TALKING ABOUT SOMETHING SO NECESSARY, CREATIVE, THOUGHT-PROVOKING, AND PERTINENT.

ONE SUPERINTENDENT AT THE BOARD MEETING SHARED THAT HE HAD BEEN HOPING AND WISHING HE COULD DO SOMETHING DIFFERENTLY FOR HIS JUNIORS AND SENIORS BUT DIDN'T THINK HE'D EVER LIVE TO SEE A MAJOR CHANGE. I SINCERELY HOPE HE'S WRONG. I HOPE HE GETS TO HELP SHAPE IT!

THIS PODCAST WILL BE THE FIRST IN A SERIES AND WILL BEGIN WILL BY TALKING ABOUT THE CURRENT PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF
EDUCATION, WORK AT DISPELLING THE MYTHS PERPETUATED BY THE "FAKE NEWS" WE HEAR AND READ, QUESTION THE ISSUE OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND HOW IT'S MEASURED, AND GIVE POSSIBLE WAYS TO BEGIN CHANGING THE PUBLIC MESSAGE. OTHER PODCASTS WILL TALK ABOUT THE ISSUE OF HIGH SCHOOLS, THE GOALS OF EDUCATION BY LEVEL, HOW CHANGE WORKS IN THIS TIME OF "ACCELERATIONS" TO USE A THOMAS FRIEDMAN TERM.

SO THIS IS THE FIRST IN A SERIES WHERE WE EXAMINE THE CURRENT CLIMATE AND PUBLIC MESSAGE ABOUT EDUCATION. OUR PRESENT REALITY IS COLORED BY THE PUBLIC PERCEPTION THAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS ARE UNSUCCESSFUL WHICH IS, TO USE A TERM IN THE NEWS A LOT TODAY, IS "FAKE NEWS". PUBLIC EDUCATION IS NOT FAILING AND THE TOP-DOWN MEASURES PUT INTO PLACE TO SUPPOSEDLY MEASURE SUCCESS AND ESTABLISH SO-CALLED ACCOUNTABILITY ARE NOT THE RIGHT TOOLS. NOT EVERY STUDENT IS SUCCESSFUL TO THE DEGREE HE/SHE SHOULD BE BUT WE HAVE TO BE HONEST AND PROUD THAT AS A MAJOR INSTITUTION THE EDUCATION SYSTEM IN THE US HAS, HISTORICALLY AND STILL CURRENTLY, IS NOT FAILING. HOW DO I KNOW THIS? IN SEVERAL WAYS....

IF YOU HAVE TRAVELED OUTSIDE OF OUR BORDERS, AND GONE TO PLACES NOT NECESSARILY IN WESTERN COUNTRIES, YOU WILL SEE THAT WE TAKE OUR SYSTEM FOR GRANTED AND WE SHOULDN'T. IN A COUNTRY WHERE I WAS RECENTLY IN SOUTH AMERICA, ONLY 1/3 OF THE KIDS GO TO SCHOOL. ONLY 1/3 OF THOSE GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL. SOMEONE WITH A MASTER'S DEGREE IS ½ OF 1% OF THE POPULATION.

IN ANOTHER COUNTRY I VISITED IN AFRICA, KIDS WALK MILES TO SCHOOL AND RELY ON THE LUNCH THEY GET BECAUSE THAT IS THE FOOD THEY RECEIVE FOR THE DAY. MUCH OF WHAT THEY LEARN IS THROUGH TEACHER INSTRUCTION BECAUSE THE BOOKS, IF THERE ARE SOME, ARE OFTEN OUTDATED AND DISCARDED FROM OTHER COUNTRIES, OFTEN THE US. THIS PARTICULAR SCHOOL HAD A ROOM OF DONATED USED COMPUTERS BUT THEY HAD NO ELECTRICITY. THE COMPUTERS MERELY GATHERED DUST OF WHICH THERE WAS PLENTY.

GERALD BRACEY, AUTHOR OF SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT: RESPONSES TO MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT PUBLIC EDUCATION IN THE US, HAS WRITTEN REPEATEDLY TO COUNTERACT THE NEGATIVE SPIN. HIS BOOKS AND ARTICLES IN THE KAPPAN HAVE REPEATEDLY EXAMINED THE PUBLIC SURVEYS ABOUT ATTITUDES TOWARD PUBLIC SCHOOLS; HOW DATA FROM PISA, SAT, HAVE BEEN USED INCORRECTLY; THE EFFECT OF HANDING SCHOOLS OVER TO BUSINESS, TO NAME A FEW OF THE ISSUES. HIS
EXAMINATION OF DATA FROM MANY SURVEYS, INCLUDING GALLUP AND A PAPER PRESENTED BY OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT FROM THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AT BOSTON COLLEGE, VALIDATED THAT "TRUST IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS REMAINS LITTLE CHANGED. FORTY-THREE PERCENT OF THE PUBLIC SAID THEY TRUSTED PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN 1990: 40 PERCENT SAID SO IN 2003. P. 1 IMPORTANTLY, HE FOUND THAT NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS WERE TRUSTED MORE HIGHLY THAN THE GENERAL SYSTEM BECAUSE PARENTS BELIEVE IN THE WORTH OF "THEIR" SCHOOL.


IN THE ALLURE OF ORDER: HIGH HOPES, DASHED EXPECTATIONS, AND THE TROUBLED QUEST TO REMAKE AMERICAN SCHOOLING, AUTHOR JAL MEHTA STATED THAT, "SUCH VALUES OF SCHOOLING AS PERSONAL GROWTH, CRITICAL THINKING, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND CHARACTER EDUCATION...LOST GROUND TO A SKILL-BUILDING VISION..." P. 116 "THE ELEVATION OF AN ECONOMIC VIEW OF SCHOOLING HAS ENSURED WIDE POLITICAL SUPPORT AND CONTINUED PRIORITY IN BUDGETARY ALLOCATIONS. " P. 116 THIS DIRE ECONOMIC CAUSE/EFFECT RELATIONSHIP IS A VERY NARROW VIEW OF OUR PURPOSE.

IF IT WERE TRUE THAT OUR SCHOOLS HAD BEEN FAILING FOR 40 YEARS, WOULDN'T IT BE LOGICAL THAT OUR ECONOMY WOULD BE IN DIRE STRAITS? YET OUR CURRENT GOVERNMENT WOULD HAVE US BELIEVE THAT WE ARE BETTER THAN EVER. A REPORT IN THE MARCH 10, 2018 MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE SAID THAT UNEMPLOYMENT IS DOWN AND THE JOB HIRING RATE WAS THE STRONGEST IT HAS BEEN IN 1½ YEARS.

ANOTHER SIGN OF A SUCCESSFULLY EDUCATED POPULATION IS THE NUMBER OF NOBEL LAUREATES IN A COUNTRY. THE US IS NUMBER ONE IN THE NUMBER OF NOBEL PRIZES AWARDED. THE TOP 5 COUNTRIES ARE THE US, UK, GERMANY, FRANCE, AND SWEDEN. THE US HAS THE MOST PRIZE WINNERS WITH 336, MOST SUCCESSFUL IN THE AREAS OF PHYSIOLOGY OR MEDICINE. THE UK HAS 117 PRIZES, WINNING IN CHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY OR MEDICINE. WE ARE #1 IN ALL AREAS EXCEPT LITERATURE, WHERE THE UK EXCELS. WHAT THIS SUGGESTS IS THAT THE US RANKS HIGH IN THINKING, PROBLEM-SOLVING, CREATIVITY, SCIENCE, ECONOMICS, WHICH ARE AREAS WHERE THE MEDIA, POLITICIANS, BUSINESS LIKE TO SAY THAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS ARE FAILING. LOGICALLY, IT DOES NOT FOLLOW THAT ALL OF THESE GREAT MINDS ARE EDUCATED ONLY IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS. IN FACT, 9 OUT OF 10 STUDENTS ARE EDUCATED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. WE MUST BE DOING SOMETHING VERY WELL.

THREE, OUR CREATIVITY IS ADOPTED AND IMITATED WORLDWIDE. OUR MOVIES, MUSIC, ART, FASHION ARE WHAT PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD WATCH, LISTEN TO, WEAR, AND IMITATE. WHEN IN AFRICA, FOR EXAMPLE, OUR GUIDE SAID HIS FAVORITE SINGER WAS TAYLOR SWIFT OF ALL PEOPLE. REALLY?

NOT ONLY ARE WE THE VICTIM OF FALSE NEWS, BUT SUCCESS AND FAILURE ARE BEING DETERMINED BY THE WRONG TOOLS AS MEASURES. FOR EXAMPLE, THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT MEASURES OF ECONOMIC HEALTH AND GROWTH. YOU CAN FIND REPORTS TO SUPPORT WHATEVER YOU BELIEVE. HOWEVER, HOW DOES ONE REALLY JUDGE? FOR EXAMPLE, WHY DO WE CONTINUE TO USE HOUSING STARTS AS AN INDICATOR OF ECONOMIC HEALTH WHICH IS A STANDARD LEFT OVER FROM WORLD WAR II WHEN HOME OWNERSHIP WAS A SIGN OF SUCCESS IN ACHIEVING THE AMERICAN DREAM. HOWEVER, WE NOW HAVE A GENERATION OF MILLENIALS WHO DO NOT ALWAYS ASPIRE TO OWNING A HOME. ALSO, ARE WE GOING TO BUILD HOUSES UNTIL WE COVER THE PLANET? WHY DON'T WE USE HOME RENOVATIONS AS AN INDICATOR? OR BETTER YET, USE INDIVIDUAL FISCAL HEALTH OF ADEQUATE AMOUNTS OF MONEY IN SAVINGS ACCOUNTS, OR MINIMUM PERSONAL DEBT, ETC AS A SIGN
BECAUSE IF INDIVIDUALS ARE ECONOMICALLY HEALTHY, WOULDN'T IT FOLLOW THAT THAT IS A SIGN THAT THE COUNTRY IS MORE ECONOMICALLY SECURE?

ANOTHER INAPPROPRIATE TOOL OF MEASURING SUCCESS IS THE USE OF STANDARDIZED TESTS AS A MEASURE OF SUCCESSFUL TEACHING AND LEARNING. SUGATA MITRA, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AT THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE SCIENCES AT NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY, (WHICH, WHAT A TITLE. TOUGH TO PUT ON A LITTLE BUSINESS CARD) SAID “IF ALL THIS STUFF IS IN GOOGLE, WHY DO WE HAVE TO “STUFF” IT INTO OUR HEADS?” THINK ABOUT THAT…. IF A STUDENT CAN GET A PERFECT SCORE ON A STANDARDIZED TEST BY USING HIS/HER PHONE AND GOOGLE, WHAT IS IMPORTANT? THE QUICK RECALL OF THE FACTOIDS? THE ABILITY TO POSE QUESTIONS ON GOOGLE AND FIND THE ANSWERS? THE ABILITY TO USE RESOURCES? WHICH IS IT? AT ONE TIME STUDENTS COULD MEMORIZE DATES OF US HISTORY AS A KEY INDICATOR OF KNOWLEDGE. NOW, HOWEVER, US HISTORY IS NOT JUST CONTAINED IN NORTH AMERICA, BUT IT LIVES IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY. OUR COUNTRY IS ENMESHEM WITH OTHER COUNTRIES ALL OVER THE WORLD. HOW CAN ONE MEMORIZE ALL THE IMPORTANT DATES, PRESIDENTS, WARS FROM THE US TO AFGHANISTAN TO CHINA? IF KNOWLEDGE IS INCREASING AT THE RATE WE KNOW IT IS, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO STUFF IT ALL IN OUR HEADS. SO WHY DO WE CONTINUE TO RELY ON STANDARDIZED TESTS AS A MEASURE OF ACADEMIC ACQUISITION AND ACCOUNTABILITY?

HOW DID IT EVEN BECOME ACCEPTED THAT SCHOOLS NEEDED TO BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE AND THAT STANDARDIZED TESTS WERE THE APPROPRIATE WAY TO DO THIS? OUR WESTERN CULTURE IS BASED ON A FOUNDATION IN THE BELIEF IN SCIENTIFIC, RATIONAL, AND LINEAR THOUGHT. WE BELIEVE THAT WE CAN DIAGNOSE A PROBLEM, ASSESS THE DEGREE OF THE ISSUE, POSE SOLUTIONS AND THEN MEASURE THE SUCCESS OF TACKLING THE PROBLEM BY SOME ASSESSMENT. THAT IS A VERY LINEAR WAY OF THINKING THAT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN SOME BUSINESS SECTORS AND THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT, WHERE SOME OF OUR PRACTICES HAVE ORIGINATED. MEHTA, P. 3. ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW CHARTS ARE OFTEN USED AS GRAPHICS TO DEMONSTRATE SUCH THINKING.

HOWEVER, LEARNING DOES NOT OCCUR IN A LINEAR, EVEN FASHION. SOMETIMES IT'S CYCLICAL. SOMETIMES IT LEAPFROGS,
Sometimes it backtracks, none of which can be described by a linear diagram.

However, in today’s world, learning, problem-solving and change efforts are more fractal in nature, more like broccoli than a flow chart. [There will be more about this in a podcast on change, what it looks like, how to lead through change.]

Because standardized tests do not measure the fractal nature of learning and teaching, using them is like measuring the amount of water in an ocean with a yard stick. The tool doesn’t work; nor does it give accurate data.

Again according to Mehta, when work is highly routine and standardized, control strategies [such as standardized assessments] are more effective. When work [such as teaching and learning] requires skill and discretion, control and regulation does not effect change. Nor does it give one information about the success of the applied work. To use the words of Jal Mehta, “The core of the educational problem is that we have been trying to solve a problem of professional practice by bureaucratic means.” P. 270

The US is the world’s leader in assessments and accountability; Finland and Shanghai are the leaders in student performance, and they get there in an entirely different way.” P. 7 They draw teachers from the most talented college students, prepare them extensively and with close attention to actual practice, put them in schools that buffer them from the deleterious effects of poverty by providing supports, and give them time during the day to develop and improve their skills. P. 7” Mehta would argue that our system is put together backwards—the people we draw into teaching are not the most talented; we give them little training, send them to schools with high needs without much support; and we increase external pressure and accountability through the pressure of and public reporting of assessments.

In addition, this pressure and idea of accountability has come top-down starting with the national department of education down through state and local bureaucracies. Top-down pressure trying to effect change is like trying to navigate around an iceberg—2/7 of the berg is visible above the
WATER, BUT THE BULK OF THE ORGANIZATION THAT ACTUALLY DOES THE WORK AND SUPPORTS THE TOP IS BELOW THE SURFACE. JUST ASK THE TITANIC!

THE QUESTION IS WHY DO WE ACCEPT THE NOTION THAT SCHOOLS ARE FAILING. WHY DON'T WE EDUCATORS TALK BACK TO THE PRESS? WOULD THE PUBLIC EVEN BELIEVE US? PART OF THE REASON THAT THE NEGATIVE MESSAGE IS MORE MEMORABLE, THEREFORE GETS MORE AIR TIME, LIES IN THE WAY OUR BRAINS ARE HARD-WIRED. DANIEL KAHNEMAN, AUTHOR OF THINKING FAST AND SLOW, SAYS THAT EMOTIONALLY CHARGED WORDS ATTRACT ATTENTION FASTER THAN HAPPY WORDS. [THERE ARE BOOK NOTES ABOUT THIS BOOK ON THE MASA WEBSITE ON THE "WHAT WE ARE READING" BLOG. P. 301 THEREFORE, WHEN THE WORK OF SCHOOLS IS LINKED TO THE FEAR OF ECONOMIC FAILURE, PEOPLE ARE MORE LIKELY TO REMEMBER THIS BAD NEWS. PEOPLE ARE NOT AS LIKELY TO REMEMBER GOOD NEWS SUCH AS A DISTRICT HAVING A GRADUATION RATE OF 95%. BAD STEREOTYPES AND IMPRESSIONS ARE QUICKER TO FORM AND MORE RESISTANT TO DISCONFIRMATION THAN GOOD ONES. P. 302. NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES ARE MORE MEMORABLE TO OUR BRAINS BECAUSE AT ONE TIME IT WAS LIFE-SAVING KNOWLEDGE TO REMEMBER THAT FIRE BURNS, OR THAT A SABER-TOOTHED TIGER WAS DANGEROUS. OUR BRAINS STILL WORK THAT WAY. THERE IS AN ADAGE THAT IT TAKES FIVE POSITIVE WORDS TO UNDO THE EFFECT OF ONE NEGATIVE ONE. WE KNOW THAT NEGATIVE NEWS SELLS NEWSPAPERS. SCHOOL SHOOTINGS GET MORE FRONT PAGE SPACE, THAN THE NUMBER OF NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARS. SO THE CHICKEN LITTLES OF THE WORLD GET MORE ATTENTION THAN DO THE WINNIE THE POOHS.

TO SUM IT UP, THERE IS A GENERALLY ACCEPTED BELIEF THAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS ARE NOT WHAT THEY USED TO BE, THAT THEY ARE NOT DOING THEIR JOB, THAT TEACHERS ARE SEMI-PROFESSIONALS, AND THAT EXTERNAL CONTROLS SUCH AS STANDARDIZED TESTS CAN LEGISLATE, REGULATE, AND IMPROVE PERFORMANCE. THIS IS SO NOT TRUE.

SO IF WE TALK ABOUT CREATING A NEW PUBLIC MESSAGE FOR EDUCATION SO WE CAN CREATE NEW SYSTEMS, ONE QUESTION IS HOW DO WE COUNTERACT THE FACT THAT NEGATIVE NEWS SELLS. ANOTHER ISSUE IS HOW DO WE GET THE PUBLIC TO BELIEVE THE VOICE OF EDUCATORS BECAUSE THERE IS A PERCEPTION WE ARE MERELY BLOWING
OUR OWN HORN WITHOUT PROVIDING RESULTS. HOW DO WE CHANGE THIS?

SOME POSSIBLE WAYS TO CHANGE THE PUBLIC MESSAGE ABOUT EDUCATION:

1) ESTABLISH IDENTIFIABLE GOALS FOR EDUCATION THAT ARE UNDERSTANDABLE BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC AND PROVIDE TRAINING AND SUPPORT FOR TEACHERS TO MAKE THEM HAPPEN.

2) ESTABLISH NON-NEGOTIABLE EDUCATIONAL GOALS BY LEVEL (ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE, HIGH). PROVIDE TRAINING AND SUPPORT FOR TEACHERS TO ENSURE SUCCESS.

3) [THE NEXT TWO RELATE TO THE PLATFORM OF MASA] CHANGE HIGH SCHOOLS SO THEY ARE NO LONGER "HOLDING PENS" BUT TIMES OF EXCITING, EDUCATIONAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES TO PREPARE OUR STUDENTS FOR THEIR WORLD, NOT OURS.

4) CREATE HIGH SCHOOLS THAT ELIMINATE DATED RULES ABOUT GRADUATION. MAKE THE EXPERIENCE ABOUT STRANDS OF KNOWLEDGE, PRACTICES, AND EXPERIENCES, NOT ABOUT SEAT TIME. (THIS WILL BE THE SOLE TOPIC OF THE NEXT PODCAST.)

5) WORK WITH TEACHER UNIONS TO CHANGE THE ROLE OF UNIONS FROM BUREAUCRATIC LABOR MANAGEMENT, TO TEACHER SUPPORT AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT. (HOPEFULLY, CHANGE THE SLANTED VIEWPOINT OF UNIONS TOO.)

6) ACCOMPLISH OUR GOALS. DO NOT LET STUDENTS MOVE FORWARD IF THEY HAVE NOT MASTERED THE STANDARDS OF WHAT THEY ARE SUPPOSED TO KNOW, IF THESE STANDARDS ARE TRUE INDICATORS OF NECESSARY LEARNING.

7) WORK WITH LEGISLATORS TO CHANGE THE FUNDING STREAM FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION. RIGHT NOW WE ARE PAID ON STUDENT ATTENDANCE (SEAT TIME). SCHOOLS SHOULD BE PAID WHEN STUDENTS MASTER THE REQUIRED STANDARDS FOR A DISCIPLINE, PARTICULARLY IN READING, MATH, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY. THEN SCHOOLS WOULD TRULY BE ABOUT LEARNING; TEACHERS WOULD REALLY BE MOTIVATED TO ENSURE THEIR STUDENTS HAVE MASTERED IDEAS. THERE WOULD BE NO ACHIEVEMENT GAP, AND GIFTED STUDENTS WOULD PROGRESS AT THEIR INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL. THOSE WHO NEED MORE TIME IN SCHOOL WOULD GET IT, ALL OF WHICH ARE VERY GOOD THINGS.

8) PROVIDE TIME IN TEACHERS' DAYS FOR COLLABORATION AND COLLECTIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING ON INSTRUCTIONAL MATTERS.
9) ENHANCE OUR TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS SO THERE IS MORE TIME ON PEDAGOGICAL EXPERTISE, MORE COLLABORATION, MORE SUPPORT.

I WOULD BE VERY INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT THIS ABOUT CHANGING THE PUBLIC MESSAGE. THE NEXT PODCAST IS A FOLLOW-UP AND PROBES THE HIGH SCHOOL ISSUE IN MORE DEPTH. I’D BE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOUR LEADERSHIP TEAMS THINK COULD BE DONE. PLEASE EMAIL ME AT JLSIGFORD@COMCAST.NET OR LEAVE A MESSAGE ON THE MASA WEBSITE.

I HAVE INCLUDED A LINK TO THE “SCRIPT” OF THIS PODCAST IN CASE YOU WANT TO READ FURTHER IN THE RESOURCES I NAMED. I HOPE THAT IS HELPFUL.

I LEAVE YOU AGAIN WITH A QUOTE FROM THE FAMOUS PHILOSOPHER, DR. SEUSS. “IT’S NOT ABOUT WHAT IT IS, IT’S ABOUT IT CAN BECOME”

THANKS AGAIN FOR LISTENING. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO EMAIL ME AT JLSIGFORD@COMCAST.NET WITH ANY AHAS AND WONDERMENTS.